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It was a busy Summer/Fall for myself and the LSRCP staff.  We spent a lot of time on
budgets (NO FUN) and some time out in the field with all of you (MORE FUN). Our
efforts to stretch Fiscal Year 2023 budgets to keep our heads above the rising inflation
costs in fish food, labor, transportation, and supplies wasn't pretty, nor was it working.

I looked back in my files and found this picture from 2020 - I was feeling about the
same way these past months.  The LSRCP program has been "flatlined" for so long,
anything starts to help.

And, then, just as we set starting FY23 budgets with significant funding problems, we
got news BPA planned to make a significant investment into LSRCP deferred
maintenance needs to the tune of $25M.  In addition, BPA heard the pleas from all of
you to find opportunities for the FY24 and FY25 budgets to reach closer to inflationary
pressure.  The details are still being worked out, but this is a big deal.  We'll be able to
address nagging infrastructure problems and examine where infrastructure can be
made more efficient and effective to meet our mission.  And, in the short term, we'll 
 pick up some of the slack with resources that were earmarked for maintenance in
2023.

I've jokingly said before that "I'd rather be lucky than good".  However, this "luck" was the
result of hard work by many of you.  It started with identifying and outlining the needs
of the program.  Those needs were championed internally, but also well beyond the
confines of LSRCP because people in the Northwest truly care about the future of
salmon and steelhead.  The work hasn't ended, rather, now we have an opportunity to
showcase how re-investing into LSRCP can make a significant difference in the future.  

Fish for the Future! 

- Nate
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Meeting Logistics

What: Review our past 10-years and Plan LSRCP 2032 - The Next Decade
 
Where: Sage-Ponderosa Conference Room at the Natural Resource Center (1387 S Vinnell Way, Boise,

ID 83709). 

RSVP:  RSVP to Anna Copeland (anna_copeland@fws.gov) by November 30th

 
Registration:  In-person symposium registration is $20 Cash at the door. This will cover break

refreshments and lunch on Wednesday.
 
Virtual Attendance:

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://meet.goto.com/LSRCP/lsrcp-isrp-review

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (571) 317-3112
Access Code: 884-340-661
 
 Social Evening:   Idaho Steelheads Hockey game at the Idaho Central Arena at 7:10 pm on

Wednesday (12/14). Please RSVP to Anna (anna_copeland@fws.gov) if you are interested by November
30th. Cost is $20 for upper bowl tickets if we assemble a group of 20.  
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Over the past several months, we've visited McCall, Sawtooth, Hagerman, Dworshak, Clearwater,
Lookinglass, East Fork, Irrigon, and Lyons Ferry hatcheries.  The purpose of these visits is to examine
current Chinook smolt rearing strategies and discuss future opportunities.  The resulting reports are
still in progress and presentations about each facility will occur at the LSRCP Annual Meeting in April
2023 (tentatively April 25-27).

The draft reports are still being reviewed by hatchery and agency staff.  That said, there is usually
something to be gained by looking at common problems from a different angle and this effort was
no exception.   Thanks to everyone spending time "thinking outside the box" about what could be
possible.  We have some significant opportunities to explore and plenty of challenges that need to be
addressed.   
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Dam News

There were several pieces written recently of interest.  One was  short refute of blaming fish
hatcheries for the decline of salmon from the Northwest Power and Conservation Council:

https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/2022/07/11/council-response-to-recent-oregon-public-
broadcasting-and-pro-publica-story-on-hatcheries/

Another report of interest was the BPA Lower Snake River Dam Power Replacement Study:

https://www.bpa.gov/-/media/Aep/power/hydropower-data-studies/e3-bpa-lower-snake-river-
dams-power-replacement-study.pdf

BASIN NEWS

RECIRCULATING AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS

MAGIC VALLEY FH STEELHEAD

The BPA Power Replacement Study concluded that
the cost of replacing the Lower Snake River Dams'
energy and capacity could range between $42 and
$77 billion if only renewable energy was used.

Ultimately, the costs of the Dams both monetarily
and to salmon and steelhead recovery are great. 
 Hence, our work to continue seeking creative ideas
is as paramount as ever.  

https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/2022/07/11/council-response-to-recent-oregon-public-broadcasting-and-pro-publica-story-on-hatcheries/
https://www.bpa.gov/-/media/Aep/power/hydropower-data-studies/e3-bpa-lower-snake-river-dams-power-replacement-study.pdf


2023 Maintenance Projects

The Asset Management Team, Ace Trump (WDFW), Becky Johnson (NPT), Andrew Gibbs (ODFW),
Lytle Denny (SBT), Cassie Sundquist (IDFG), Jon Lovrak (CTUIR), and Lytle Denny (SBT) met with
Chris Starr several times to finalize a 2023 Maintenance Plan.

2023
MAINTENANCE

RECIRCULATING AQUACULTURE SYSTEMS

MCCALL SETTLING POND

A BULL SNAKE AND A HALF!



$25 Million BPA Supplemental Deferred Maintenance Funding

The Asset Management Team and Chris Starr built a starting point of the highest priority projects to
address with BPA supplemental funding when it becomes available in late 2022 or early 2023.  Some
funding remains unassigned as secondary review removed the Dworshak Shade structure replacement
due to cost/benefit concerns.
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Hagerman and Magic Valley Asphalt Scoping Projects

Nathan Paulson, USFWS Engineering, met with staff at Hagerman and Magic Valley Hatcheries
over the summer to discuss asphalt replacement scoping,  Nathan served as the liaison between
the staff and McMillian Engineering for design of the project.  

Asphalt is certainly not an immediate priority project, but after 40 years, our roads are showing
their age.  Full replacement of Magic Valley Hatchery asphalt and entrance road was estimated
at $2.9M and Hagerman was estimated at $3.3M.  That's a lot of asphalt work!
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A BULL SNAKE AND A HALF!



Spawning Ground Survey Training

Some of the LSRCP staff participated in the Northeast Oregon Spawning Ground Survey training
and surveys with staff from ODFW, NPT, CTUIR, and beyond.  The surveys provide a long-term
dataset of salmon stream use in Northeast Oregon.

Training including redd ID, survey methods, fish work up, data collection, and using Survey 123
and Field Maps.  The Survey123 platform has eliminated a lot of the paper data sheet recording
and the duplicative effort to enter those datasheets into databases.
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Hagerman NFH Houses

Work continued on the final two (of four) Hagerman Quarters.  The Hagerman Quarters were
originally constructed in 1950 and were retrofitted with aluminum wiring in the 1970s. 
 Unfortunately, that wiring caught fire in the mid 2010s and despite being replaced, a significant
electrical risk remained. 

HAGERMAN
QUARTERS

EAST FORK SATELLITE, SBT

HAGERMAN HOUSES IN CONSTRUCTION

The first two Hagerman houses were
completed in May 2022 and demolition
started on the second two.

Houses are slated to be ready for move-in by
December 2022.



Hagerman NFH Outreach Sturgeon

The Hagerman NFH sturgeon that had lived in the outreach raceway for almost 40 years got a
new home this Fall.  With help from staff of College of Southern Idaho (CSI), the sturgeon were
ploidy tested for consideration for release below American Falls Dam on the Snake River.  Five of
the sturgeon had the normal 8 sets of chromosomes, but one did not.  Idaho Fish and Game,
Shoshone-Bannock Tribe, LSRCP, and CSI staff assisted with the release.

Fortunately, the 7-footer with 12 chromosomes found a new home at the MK Nature Center in
Boise:

https://idfg.idaho.gov/press/fish-and-games-mk-nature-center-welcomes-its-newest-addition-7-
foot-sturgeon
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LOADING A 7-FOOTER

PAPOOSE SPRINGS STURGEON, SBT

STURGEON RELEASE BELOW AMERICAN FALLS

https://idfg.idaho.gov/press/fish-and-games-mk-nature-center-welcomes-its-newest-addition-7-foot-sturgeon


Brian Devlin, LSRCP Budget Analyst

Brian is headed out to his next adventure after 3 years with the LSRCP team to the Joint Administrative Operations of
the US Fish and Wildlife Service.  We're excited to see Brian earn a well-deserved promotion, but sad to see him go
from the LSRCP.

Brian was in the Marines before he joined the USFWS.  He started at Dworshak NFH as a GS-6 Administrative
Assistant and quickly moved up to the lead Administrative Officer at Dworshak before transferring to the LSRCP to as
the Budget Analyst behind Margaret Anderson's retirement.

Brian has an endless "can-do" attitude and routinely found opportunities to further the FIsh for the Future mission. 
 At the same time, he was always willing to lend a hand whether it was spawning fish, helping in Grants Solutions,
building travel authorizations, buying vehicles, or completing property inventories.

When he's not building budget spreadsheets, Brian is hanging with his wife, Christy, and two dogs, babysitting his
daughter's dogs, and visiting his son who is studying fisheries at Montana State University.

The LSRCP staff pitched in to get Brian tickets to the San Francisco/Atlanta football game in Atlanta on October 16th,
2022.  Being a Georgia native, Brian is a lifelong Falcons fan!   Good luck Brian!  We'll miss you!

 
BRIAN DEVLIN

LSRCP

 
CHRISTY AND BRIAN DEVLIN IN ATLANTA

 
LSRCP STAFF SUPRISING BRIAN WITH GOING-AWAY TICKETS TO THE FALCON GAME VIA TEAMS


